Abstract. By analysing the socially segmented party-voter linkages deployed by the Unión Demócrata Independiente (Independent Democratic Union, UDI), a Chilean conservative party, this article demonstrates the usefulness of combining Kitschelt's party-voter linkage framework with Gibson's conceptual approach to conservative party electoral coalition-making. In Latin America, parties take advantage of social fragmentation and the availability of non-state campaign financing to combine multiple linkage types and thus attract socially diverse constituencies. Although it is an opposition party, UDI's historical trajectory and organisation have enabled it to receive private funds from its traditional and party-identified core constituency (business and conservative sectors), whose programmatic preferences and interests it represents, and then use these resources in a ' charismatic ' mobilisation approach and particularistic exchanges with a non-core constituency (low-income, nontraditional voters of the radical right), in a segmented, but nationally integrated, electoral strategy.
Introduction
This article explains why the rightist Unión Demócrata Independiente (Independent Democratic Union, UDI), a relatively new party with strong ties to the former military regime headed by General Augusto Pinochet, is today the party with the most seats in the Chilean Congress. I argue that the UDI's involvement with Pinochet's regime and its ties to business and socially conservative groups such as Opus Dei and the Legionnaires of Christ help explain its electoral performance since 1989 in its core constituency : the The UDI's pattern of strategic adaptation also departs from some of the more general party trends observed elsewhere in the region. First, the party developed a strong partisan organisation at the grassroots, through which cadres of party activists, usually upper-class youngsters, sought to reach its non-core supporters. This has been a powerful supplement to more 6 However, Douglas Chalmers, Maria do Carmo Campello de Souza and Atilio Borón (eds.),
The Right and Democracy in Latin America (New York, 1992), Edward Gibson, Class and Conservative Parties : Argentina in Comparative Perspective (Baltimore, 1996) and Middlebrook (ed.), Conservative Parties are notable exceptions. In the remainder of this article I address their theoretical contributions and seek to contribute to the research agenda they outlined. commonly observed mass media mobilisation strategies. Second, that grassroots organisation has been financed with resources provided by the UDI's core constituency, in which business and socially conservative sectors are equally prominent. Therefore, this case differs from others where business groups have preferred corporatist strategies rather than party building as a means of pursuing their interests, and have not easily coalesced with religious conservatism. 10 Both features are central to understanding the UDI's electoral trajectory and relate directly to the party's historical and organisational development.
To substantiate these claims, this article complements and integrates available research on the UDI.
11 It also presents original research evidence based on periodic field observations conducted in five districts and twelve municipalities of metropolitan Santiago in 2002, 2003, 2006 and 2008. 12 In addition to contributing to the literature on conservative parties, this case study suggests a series of theoretical implications for future analyses of electoral coalition-making in Latin America. When competing in increasingly decentralised polities for the votes of highly fragmented civil societies, parties are required to appeal to different electoral segments. To do so, parties usually develop district-specific or segment-specific strategies, which subsequently need to be vertically integrated into a consistent national strategy in order to avoid internal conflicts and electoral trade-offs. The parties' organisational features and historical trajectories in the party system provide symbolic, institutional and material endowments (or liabilities) that facilitate (or hinder) the required integration for any given opportunity structure. The UDI demonstrates a relatively successful adaptation to these challenges, which are faced by parties of all political stripes to lesser or greater degrees. Therefore, lessons learned from this case might illuminate, beyond the conservative and right-wing camp, effective partisan strategies for building a winning electoral coalition. In theoretical terms, the analysis of the UDI presented in this article illustrates the potential usefulness of Kitschelt's party-voter linkage framework for putting into operation Gibson's conceptual distinction between core and non-core constituencies. However, the case also suggests the need to adjust the party-voter linkage framework to fit Latin American particularities. The next section suggests how a unified framework could be developed to analyse contemporary electoral coalition-making in the region.
Party-voter Linkages and Segmented Constituencies
I combine Gibson's conceptual discussion on parties' electoral bases and coalition-making strategies with Kitschelt's approach on party-voter linkages because unifying the two ideas yields a useful framework for analysing the interaction between the socio-structural changes occurring in Latin America and the nature of parties' contemporary electoral strategising. This unified approach should also be useful for analysing non-conservative parties.
13
According to Gibson, an analysis of conservative party strategies should begin by distinguishing between the party's core and non-core constituencies.
14 The core constituency provides ideological and financial resources to the party, and is the most important group in defining its identity. However, the core constituency does not provide enough votes to turn the party into an electorally viable one, a special problem for conservative parties. Therefore, they need to make significant electoral inroads into noncore constituencies. The electoral strategy to attract non-core constituents is necessarily different from that directed at core supporters, and it usually entails a de-emphasising of ideological (class-based) appeals. Therefore, parties face the challenge of harmonising segmented electoral strategies to craft a polyclass social base. Analysis of instances of electoral coalitionmaking requires a mapping of the relationship between the party and its different electoral bases, paying attention to non-ideological factors and to parties' ability to simultaneously sustain and combine socially segmented appeals. Gibson's conceptual approach needs to be appropriately operationalised, and in this article I propose to apply Kitschelt's framework for the analysis of party-voter linkages to that end. This approach provides a useful complement to Gibson's theory on Latin American (conservative) parties' coalition-making strategies.
In his seminal 2000 article, Kitschelt discusses three overarching partyvoter linkage strategies : programmatic linkages by which parties and voters share a similar stance regarding the provision of public goods ; charismatic and personality-based linkages involving irrational adherence to a leader ; and non-programmatic exchanges with individual voters or specific groups that receive targeted side-payments in exchange for their electoral allegiance.
15
According to Kitschelt, those parties that seek to diversify their linkage strategy by actively pursuing more than one of these linkage types simultaneously will face increasing trade-offs:
the incompatibilities between charismatic, clientelist, and programmatic linkages are not absolute. At low doses, all linkage mechanisms may be compatible. As politicians intensify their cultivation of a particular type of linkage, however, they reach a production possibility frontier at which further intensifications of one linkage mechanism can occur only at the expense of toning down other linkage mechanisms.
16
Latin American societies are well known by their levels of social inequality. In recent years, however, increased residential segregation and the pursuit of political decentralisation in most countries has contributed to the consolidation of even more socially fragmented political districts.
17 Particularly in cases where political decentralisation is implemented in civil societies that are simultaneously segmented along territorial and socio-economic lines, electoral districts become internally homogeneous and distinct from others in terms of their socio-structural configurations.
18 The decline of nationally organised interest groups with historical linkages to political parties observed in the aftermath of market reforms has also contributed to the localisation of politics in socially fragmented districts, by weakening cross-district organisations that were able to mobilise sizeable social groups transversally.
19
In this structural context, it becomes feasible and necessary for parties to attempt to diversify their linkage strategies to expand their electoral base.
20
Indeed, successful candidates do combine different linkage strategies in their campaigns, while (at least under specific conjunctures) minimising the theoretical trade-offs attributed to linkage segmentation in less fragmented civil societies. The feasibility and empirical frequency of linkage segmentation defies a generalised trade-off assumption that is still present in Kitschelt and Wilkinson's framework, albeit more implicitly.
21 When linkage segmentation is present, parties face the challenge of how to integrate their territorially decentralised and socially segmented electoral appeals into a consistent electoral strategy. However, this is an analytically different challenge than those implied by Kitschelt's trade-off assumption.
Nonetheless, the compatibility between segmented linkage strategies is problematic, as certain combinations are more feasible than others. Whereas a party such as the UDI is able to avoid a significant trade-off in the pursuit of its dual representation strategy, a leftist party with a strong labour base can pursue a strategy of electoral moderation to maximise its electoral return. Moderation, and the need to develop new programmatic stances to attract other constituencies such as the informal sector or the middle classes, will generate conflicts with its original social base, leading to salient trade-offs, particularly if the party relates to both constituencies only on the basis of differentiated programmatic appeals, thereby avoiding non-programmatic linkages. However, here it is not linkage segmentation but the reliance on only one type of linkage, albeit targeted at socially diverse constituencies, that becomes problematic.
Additionally, the trade-off assumption holds when non-programmatic linkages are financed through state resources that are transformed into subsidies, clientelistic side-payments, or pork barrel. To be sure, Kitschelt's framework does recognise the presence of private-sector donations in campaign finance. However, regarding donations from asset-rich private contributors, extant theories link these to rent-seeking exchanges between business interests and the state.
22 One possible explanation for this is that the bulk of theory and research dealing with clientelistic linkages is based on strategic analyses of incumbent parties or candidates. It follows that a party cannot sustain high levels of programmatic linkages with constituents (based on the provision of collective goods such as economic welfare or efficient regulation) while simultaneously structuring clientelistic linkages financed through state resources. This is because such linkages will ultimately lead to fiscal imbalances or corruption, eroding governing parties' capacity to provide public goods.
23 In short, access to privately donated funds is conceptually underestimated, making the trade-off assumption too strong.
24 My claim is that integrating these critiques into a unified Gibson/Kitschelt framework for analysing parties' electoral strategies yields a better understanding of electoral coalition-making in contemporary Latin America. The following narrative on the UDI illustrates the usefulness of the proposed unified framework.
The UDI: Origins and Social Base
Ironically, the development of the UDI as a successful political party is tied to the emergence of an 'anti-party ' and 'anti-political ' movement in the late 1960s. The UDI originated as the political expression of the Movimiento Gremial founded under the strong influence of Spanish corporatism (Franquismo) in the mid-1960s by Jaime Guzmán in the Law School of the Pontificia Universidad Católica. 25 The Movimiento Gremial aimed to eradicate Marxism from Chile by creating a mechanism of comprehensive vertical representation that could blur class and functional-organisational divides while depoliticising society. Thus, gremialismo sought to re-craft politics by promoting the organisation of specific interests in society while weakening (traditional) political parties, especially those of the Left.
26
The first nationally visible and explicitly political activities of the protoparty occurred in 1983, when the social network built by gremialismo in 
27
Organisationally the UDI originated as a homogeneous, hierarchically structured movement of urban university students who were personally attached to Guzmán's leadership and to the gremialista vision.
28 When Pinochet came to power, Jaime Guzmán and a significant number of gremialistas became close collaborators of his authoritarian regime. State retrenchment under neoliberal reforms created certain affinities between the ' Chicago Boys', who collaborated with Pinochet, and the proto-party, which advocated restricting state involvement in society except to promote moral and religious values. Although initially conflictive, the relationship between gremialismo and the pro-market reformers grew stronger and solidified under Pinochet, especially because of the presence of highly influential technocrats who were both gremialistas and Chicago Boys.
29 As a result of this particular configuration, the gremialista movement came to represent the dictatorship's economic and political legacy, thus receiving special allegiance from both business interests and socially conservative groups such as Opus Dei and the Legionnaires of Christ.
30 UDI's characteristics and trajectory explain its ' unique' ideological positioning in Chile's party system. In the words of a former congressional candidate, 'It is a grassroots party, it is a Christian party, and it is an economic [pro-market liberalism] party. And those three conditions together are lacking in the rest of the parties.'
31
Through their involvement in the authoritarian government, the gremialistas pursued two central objectives. First, they sought to guarantee the success of the authoritarian regime, directly participating in attempts to institutionalise the legacy of Pinochet's rule, most notably through Guzmán's 27 Guzmán had nonetheless given birth to the party ('UDI por el Sí') in 1983. Carlos Huneeus, 'La derecha en el Chile después authorship of crucial segments of the 1980 Constitution. Second, they worked to construct a new party that could become the main political force in the country in the event of democratisation. This would be facilitated by institutional incentives introduced into the 1980 Constitution and by the binominal electoral law drawn up by Guzmán and his group, and would be a crucial safeguard for Pinochet's legacy after the inevitable, although ideally limited, process of democratisation that the UDI's leaders were anticipating.
32
Although Guzmán was murdered in 1991 by activists of the radical leftist group Frente Patriótico Manuel Rodríguez, the UDI managed to survive and prosper by following the lead and inspiration of its founder. Table 1 33 At the municipal level the UDI has also witnessed a steady electoral development, reaching almost 20 per cent of the vote in 2004. Thus, since its emergence from within the authoritarian regime, the UDI has pursued a strategy that gradually crystallised into the creation of an efficient vehicle for electoral competition, enabling the diffusion of gremialismo after democratisation. Based on data from the Servicio Electoral. According to Hipsher's 35 and Altman's 36 reconstruction of each coalition's electoral base, those who vote for the Alianza (and for the UDI as the most-voted-for party within this pact) are located in the upper and lower socio-economic strata, while the Concertación obtains votes overwhelmingly from the middle classes. Evidence from recent lower chamber elections (1997-2005) confirms this. Figure 1 displays lower chamber electoral support for Concertación parties in three sets of districts, classified into three levels of poverty that reflect a decile distribution. Bars for each election year represent the difference between the Concertación's average national electoral support and support obtained in each social stratum. As the graph shows, the Concertación overperforms in the middle segment and underperforms in both the top and bottom poverty deciles.
As Figure 2 shows, the Alianza and the UDI display a more complex pattern in which electoral surpluses over the national average are observed only in the top 10 per cent, with deficits in both the middle and lower segments (with the marginal exception of the UDI in 2005). However, the UDI displays a sharp electoral growth in the poorest 10 per cent of districts, which decreases the gap in its national electoral return (from approximately -6 per cent in 1997 to -2 per cent in 2005). In short, while it still obtained less than its national average in that social segment, the UDI is the fastest growing political party among the country's poorest districts.
To illustrate this point further, Figure 3 displays the UDI's electoral growth in six poverty deciles, taking its electoral return in 1997 as base 100. Although electoral growth (particularly in 2001) is evident across the board, the party's biggest electoral increase is observed in the poorest two strata. Modest increases are also present in the historical base of the party (top 10 per cent) where previous RN support has migrated to the UDI; the party has improved less in the middle strata, however.
Finally, Figure 4 displays the UDI's performance in the 1999 and 2005 presidential campaigns, when the party performed much better in popular sectors than in its historical stronghold, suggesting that Lavín's charismatic leadership greatly helped the party capture the popular vote. To sum up, the UDI performs electorally better at both extremes of the social ladder, maintaining a solid base in its core constituency (the upper segments of Chilean society) while making steady inroads into a non-core electoral base (the popular sectors). The following sections explain this electoral trajectory and social base configuration. The Core Constituency
The UDI's linkage to upper segments of society derives from the party's historical trajectory as the perpetuator of Pinochet's legacy of economic reform, social conservatism and anti-Marxism. This translates into a solid vote based on strong partisan and programmatic identification that is frequently reinforced through media addresses by Congress members and national candidates. The following statement by an UDI Deputy summarises the linkage dynamics present in upper social segments :
This district [23] is likely the one in the country that is most heavily influenced by public opinion. That is, 90 per cent of the people who live there are not expecting me to solve a specific problem for them. Nor are they expecting me to visit their home, give them something, or solve a social issue for them. What they expect me to do is represent their opinions in the media. And to vote in Congress as they would if they were in my seat _ and the rest comes from their identification with the UDI, which represents the hard core of the Pinochet supporters vote _ I am fortunate that in my district rightist supporters are very numerous and I don't have to convince them.
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The UDI's linkage to upper segments of Chilean society is also based on actual interest representation in Congress, which party strategists see as a fundamental selling point for business elites which not only support the party electorally but also contribute resources to fund partisan activities elsewhere. This begs the question as to why business elites should contribute disproportionately to the UDI, particularly back in a time when the party commanded a very small congressional contingent. According to a senior party leader :
Our leaders convinced business elites that the party would be able to protect the market-oriented model introduced under Pinochet, aided by the special majority requirements that Jaime [Guzmán] included in the 1980 Constitution.
39
Available roll-call voting evidence portrays the UDI as the most systematic defender of market-oriented reforms introduced under the dictatorship. An analysis of the 2006-2008 period shows very high levels of internal discipline in 93 per cent of the Alianza's registered congressional votes. However, each party's congressional voting record in the remaining 7 per cent (encompassing approximately 90 bills) shows that the UDI is even more responsive to business interests than its partner, RN. Using Visconti's coding scheme and analysis, Figure 5 presents the mean partisan vote in favour (coded as 1) of a series of legislative bills, divided into eight categories, comprising approximately five bills each. As Figure 5 shows, the UDI opposed, much more systematically than did RN, different legislative packages that could hurt business interests or potentially redistribute resources to lower social strata, through policies such as minimum wage increases, tighter market and labour regulation, state education subsidies, and tax and pension system reforms. The party also opposed the popular election of regional governments and the introduction of legislation favourable to small and microenterprises. In short, the UDI seems to have fulfilled its promise to protect business elites, safeguarding the legacy of the authoritarian regime. Campaign spending evidence suggests that the relationship between the party and business interests has been mutually beneficial. Figure 6 displays self-reported campaign spending averages for all lower chamber candidates competing in the 2005 elections, under each party's banner. The UDI spent an average of US$ 90,000 per campaign, US$ 20,000 more than the PPD, which ranked second in spending. The UDI outspent its Alianza partner, RN, by an average of US$ 30,000 per campaign.
Campaign finance legislation, which began to be implemented in the country in 2004, distinguishes between private (anonymous and reserved) and public contributions. Therefore, there is no publicly available information on the private sources that financed each party's campaign. However, the available information does allow some informed speculation. Whereas anonymous contributions cannot exceed a maximum of US$ 800 and are therefore appropriate for individual contributions, reserved funds range from US$ 800 to US$ 22,500. A party financed by business interests and wealthy donors should therefore receive relatively more reserved donations, as these types of donor are likely to have a bigger disposable income that could be contributed to campaigns. According to a report on expenditure in the 2004 municipal elections, the UDI was the party that spent the most, outdoing the second biggest spender (RN) by more than 100 per cent.
42 Furthermore, whereas reserved donations accounted for approximately 40 per cent of the campaign expenditures by parties of the Concertación, in the case of the UDI reserved donations exceeded 60 per cent.
43 Available evidence for the 2008 municipal campaign highlights once again the relative centrality of private donations in the financing of the UDI.
44 As Figure 7 illustrates, the UDI reported larger campaign expenditures, which were funded to a much greater degree by private donations than was the case with the other parties. In short, the UDI has developed a financial edge over its competitors by extracting financial resources from its core constituency. Those resources are then strategically invested in crafting different types of linkage in poor communities, where the party has developed a non-core electoral base. In the words of a top party leader :
We tell our friends : ' To represent you we need more votes in the popular sectors, not at the elite level, where we cannot get more. ' So we ask them for their financial support, but we also ask them to refrain from showing up with us ; in the snapshot, we will always be with the poor, not with them _ It was hard for them to understand that we needed to appeal to the poor, but that's where there are more votes for the taking. One of the obstacles we currently face is that today there are fewer poor people in Chile.
46
The UDI's unique ability to secure and administer financial resources through its private sector links has given the party a major competitive advantage. This is particularly relevant since rival parties can no longer rely so heavily on the state apparatus to sustain patronage and clientelistic networks, due to retrenchment and reform pursued during the dictatorship. According to a Christian Democratic Congress member, the greater financial clout of the UDI puts the Concertación's elected representatives under considerable competitive pressure :
Their advantage is based on money. Once, he [the UDI Congress member] complained to me : ' I got them used to this and now they are costing me a lot. ' If he has to give out a reward for a lottery he does not send a set of kitchen utensils, as I would do. He sends a brand new brand-named bicycle. And therefore every organisation wants him to be their godfather because he gives people better stuff. But that is not paid for out of his pocket. That's paid for by his friend's donations, by businessmen, by people who benefited while he was the mayor.
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Indeed, according to one former President of the PPD, the Alianza's clear competitive edge led Concertación leaders to justify an 'ideology of corruption ' whereby public resources were used to finance the Concertación's campaign activities.
48 This justification was also applied at the local level, with municipal governments used either directly as political machines or indirectly to generate campaign funds by irregularly awarding municipal contracts to private companies. competitive edge was still significant in the most recent lower chamber elections. This gave the UDI a double advantage. On the one hand, as an opposition party it was able to draw support from public discontent with both the economic slow-down that lasted until 2002 and the first corruption scandals that erupted at the time. On the other hand, better access to private financing allowed the UDI to develop and ' feed' an increasingly encompassing social network that operated as a political machine to attract noncore constituents. The following sections provide evidence on this latter point.
Expanding the UDI to the Popular Sectors : Authoritarian Clientelism
50
Immediately after the military coup, the dictatorship headed by Pinochet began implementing a municipal reform with lasting implications for local politics in Chile. 51 These reforms created a hierarchical, authoritarian structure in which mayors acted as the dictatorship's local agents in an effort to control what were the most dynamic loci of political mobilisation under the Unidad Popular government.
52 At the same time, however, these appointed mayors gained significant autonomy from their local communities while receiving increasing amounts of public resources channeled through targeted social policy funds such as those for housing, family subsidies, and employment schemes.
At a time of poverty and economic malaise, those funds represented an opportunity at the local level to resurrect patronage and clientelism, features of the traditional party system that both the military regime and the gremialistas rhetorically opposed. 53 The emerging scenario at the local level enabled gremialistas to create a political stronghold in Chile's shanty-towns. To implement their political strategy, Guzmán and his group created an ' apolitical' public service organisation committed to stripping the left of its electoral base in the shanty-towns. That organisation worked successfully within the authoritarian regime to appropriate state resources that were then me by several city councillors and by representatives of the Concertación in Congress who invariably complained about UDI's greater economic capacity. 54 This strategy allowed UDI activists to craft an image differentiating them from 'traditional politicians ' while at the same time creating a political structure that other political parties (banned and repressed at the time) lacked. The UDI's work in the Secretaría Nacional de la Juventud (National Youth Secretariat, SNJ), in the Oficina de Planificación Nacional (Office for National Planning, ODEPLAN), and in the mayoral offices of numerous local governments came to be essential for funding a powerful network that helped to expand gremialismo among Chile's poor.
55 The UDI's progressive insertion into poblaciones (shanty-towns) was also achieved through the organisation of independent youth centres in each locality that collaborated with the SNJ and through the appointed mayors running social activities through which gremialismo promoted its values and ideology while selectively distributing much-needed social assistance.
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Although at first the UDI's arrival into the poblaciones was resisted by pobladores previously mobilised by leftist groups, this resistance decreased steadily over time. Indeed, former local leaders of the PDC and even some prominent leftist ones were attracted to the party's Departamento Poblacional.
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The UDI's social activist network therefore relied heavily on clientelistic transactions with poor constituencies, frequently organising social assistance Operativos de Terreno.
58 After democratisation, the payoffs of this strategy became evident. Ten UDI deputies elected in 1989 had been appointed mayors under Pinochet in municipalities of the same congressional districts in which they ran for office.
59 I now describe the factors that enabled the UDI to consolidate its grip in its non-core constituency.
Seducing the ' Soft Vote'
In this section I describe the competitive context in which the UDI competed after democratisation. Subsequently, I analyse two tactics that allowed the party to profit from the political opportunity structure it faced while pursuing the party's overarching strategy. The political opportunity structure
In spite of Chile's preauthoritarian tradition of comparatively strong classbased patterns of competition and partisan identifications, the declining mobilisation of the class cleavage in the post-transitional system, 60 the ideological renovation of leftist parties, 61 and the progressive detachment of these from civil society 62 have all led to partisan dealignment, if not to political alienation and disaffection with traditional parties. 63 As a result, both partisan identities and political apparatuses lost strength, partially rendering traditional parties unable to mobilise support in grassroots communities. 64 In addition, RN is a party of cadres that lacks a well-developed and competitive partisan apparatus at the local level. 65 However, in contrast to the linkage dynamic observed in wealthy neighbourhoods, grassroots activities, constituency service and particularistic transactions remained central elements for competing in poor districts. Successful politicians tend to be those who are regularly able to pay a household's utility bill during the campaign period, to offer legal or medical assistance, or to distribute TV sets, food boxes, pairs of glasses, equipment for a neighbourhood soccer club, or a cake for a Bingo game organised by community groups. 66 In sum, those politicians that develop personal contact with members of poor communities -structuring efficient problem-solving networks or distributing clientelistic side-payments -enjoy a competitive advantage over more distant candidates without personal contact. Given the decline of partisan identities and national partisan apparatuses, local networks have become structured around individual candidates, incumbent Congress members and mayors who strategically choose to downplay their partisan identity. The following statement by an UDI congressional representative who competes in a very socially heterogeneous district that includes both a wealthy municipality (La Reina) and a less affluent one (Peñalolén) illustrates the difference between the two types of district:
Poor people need you all the time. They need you to survive, because they have all doors closed to them. They don't know where to go, how to do things. They can't get the paperwork done ; they need medical exams, they need to get a child into a given school _ In La Reina, we don't attract anybody's attention.
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Operating in this context, the pursuit of two interrelated tactics proved important for reaching what UDI's strategists describe as the ' soft vote' (non-partisan and non-ideological voters) in Chile's low-income sectors: the progressive expansion of a disciplined party organisation that combines the capacity to capture more campaign resources than its competitors with the ability to deploy those resources strategically through a pervasive grassroots political machine ; and the consolidation of a national leadership able to moderate the party's image while creating empathy among disillusioned voters.
The 'Popular Party ' and Lavin's national leadership
The crafting of a newer, more moderate image for the party and the successful development of a strong national structure centred on Joaquín Lavín, the UDI's presidential candidate, were crucial factors in UDI's electoral growth around 2000. The UDI's image improved as its leadership progressively detached themselves from the 'dark side' of Pinochet's regime, with Lavín -especially after Pinochet's 1998 detention in London -being a precursor in this regard.
68 This meant refraining from publicly justifying the human rights violations committed by the dictatorship, while continuing to recognise ' [Pinochet's] success in transforming the Chilean economy and putting a halt to Marxism'.
69 One of the central claims that I heard while attending UDI's youth recruitment workshops was that the gremialistas' participation in that regime had been crucial not only for enabling successful economic reform but also for 'moderating' the human rights violations that took place. Additionally, after the economic crisis hit in 1998, the UDI's more moderate stance also involved media addresses regarding social policy. At this particular conjuncture, party leaders insistently demanded that the government provide better social protection for the poor and unemployed. The UDI's rhetorical swing in this respect was symbolised by its selfproclamation as 'The People's Party' (El Partido Popular).
71 At the same time, Joaquín Lavín was gaining centre stage. His leadership, which has been characterised alternately as neo-populist and technocratic, 72 was developed around an ' anti-politics' campaign built upon the premise of 'sorting out ordinary people's everyday problems' by devising concrete solutions, instead of discussing more far-reaching issues. While this was a traditional stance of gremialismo, it gained further strength and visibility under his tutelage. Meanwhile, the political style of the Concertación, and of RN, was characterised by the UDI as elitist and therefore distant from people's everyday lives, needs and realities. This strategy meshed well with the peaking of mass social alienation from the Concertación's governments due to public discontent with the emergence of several corruption scandals and the social impact of the economic slowdown.
Operationally, the development of Lavín's leadership was favoured by his high visibility as the 'innovative ' mayor of Las Condes, an affluent municipality in Chile's capital city.
73 Lavín was proclaimed the author of a new model of pragmatic and participatory political management. 'People's real problems' was a very broad definition that ranged from putting in place a private municipal security service and programmes for youth to fighting environmental pollution in Las Condes by 'punching' clouds with an aeroplane to produce rain. Lavín's ' participatory style' refers to the large-scale use of public opinion studies to survey public preferences and devise policies and media addresses based on them. In his most recent political endeavour as mayor of Santiago municipality, Lavín had less success using the same approach in a downtown area that faced greater fiscal constraints and more pressing and diverse problems. Given the relatively deeper social problems of this municipality, Lavín devised some policies aimed specifically at highlighting UDI's response to less well-off citizens, including a municipal programme to provide daycare to poor families. However, the range of actions in this respect was once again wide. During the summer, Lavín built a beach (popularly named 'La Playa de Lavín ') to provide poor people staying in Santiago with the opportunity to enjoy the summer. During the winter, he replicated this experience by bringing snow from the Andes to create an artificial ski slope. The snow melted in a matter of hours, but the media coverage of Lavín's initiative was long-lasting. Indeed, despite the general disdain shown by Concertación politicians, the 'innovative ' and ' close to the people' style embodied by Lavín and replicated across the country by UDI's municipal governments garnered extensive media attention and publicity at a time when corruption scandals involving Concertación leaders were breaking. UDI's privileged relationship with the media provided greater exposure to both series of events.
For the presidential campaign of 1999-2000 the UDI took their campaign message on the road, touring town by town in each Chilean province. This tour was intensively supported by modern marketing techniques, including targeted radio addresses and telephone calls in advance of Lavín's visit to each town. The day before the UDI caravan was scheduled to visit, Lavín would make 'personal ' phone calls inviting locals to the central square to meet him in person to discuss their problems. Those addresses tackled specific issues pertinent to that community, according to surveys and key informants, that is, party activists in the district. Operationally, Lavín's crew created a registry of 3,000 local radio stations to implement this strategy in a ' segmented ' and 'low-cost ' way. Meanwhile, Lavín recorded 300 different audiotapes and shot and autographed an average of 2,000 Polaroid snapshots a day.
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Lavín's rising popularity helped the UDI to develop a national leadership to support congressional campaigns. This was crucial to promoting new candidates in congressional districts and municipalities where the UDI lacked a significant presence.
75 Furthermore, the value of Lavin's endorsement was used to increase the party's legislative share by attracting non-UDI candidates to its ranks. Henceforth, the ' photo opportunity with Lavín ' also became critical in developing a competitive edge over RN. Indeed, former members of RN who wanted to enjoy the 'advantages of being in UDI ' without being subject to the internal strains that UDI's growing hegemony generated within RN defected to gremialismo. infrastructure, were all factors in Lavín's declining popularity. In short, a changing context and the erosion of his image after six years of tenaciously opposing an increasingly popular government hindered his electoral bid. Meanwhile, the emergence within the Concertación of a ' renewing' female leader in Socialist Michelle Bachelet, who profited from Lagos' popularity while signaling a shift within the Concertación in favour of non-traditional politicians, also reduced Lavín's chances. Bachelet's successful presidential candidacy attracted politically disillusioned voters, including segments of the electorate that had previously supported the extreme right, such as poor women voters. in explaining the UDI's electoral fortune. The next section explores those factors.
Political organisation and UDI's partisan apparatus
After democratisation, the UDI was able to expand its organisational penetration of society, attracting new activists, usually elite youngsters recruited from Catholic universities, while preserving higher levels of internal discipline. The latter enabled party leaders to allocate strategically the resources that the party obtained from wealthy donors to specific congressional and municipal campaigns identified by survey research and centralised political marketing technology. In the context of Chile's post-transitional system, these unique organisational features increased the efficiency of UDI's efforts to reach the ' soft vote', while successfully achieving vertical integration. First, the UDI developed this organisation by persisting in the party's tradition of promoting the engagement of young people in the social activities organised by gremialismo. In this respect, the UDI approached youth formation in a distinctive way that was consistent with gremialismo's aim of depoliticising interest groups and was also in line with the anti-partisan climate of the late 1990s :
We already had too much politics in Chile, look what happened in the 1970s. Politics should be kept at a minimum _ we do not want to be filled up with politicised masses, because then you have internal problems, people fight. What we want to create is an environment in which youth who want to participate in society solving problems for the people can do so, and that is also a way in which you can attract young people who are not interested in party politics _ We send those interested to live with a host family in a given shanty-town for two or three months. It is a way for them to see how poor people live in Chile and to understand the problems.
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Applying this tactic, the UDI started to attract young people from other parties, especially the RN, incorporating them as ' social activists. ' These frequently non-partisan social activists engaged in systematic fieldwork organised by independent youth groups that worked indirectly for the party.
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This strategy, coupled with religious appeals encouraging youth to volunteer in social service operations, made the party relatively more successful than others in a context of general apathy towards parties, by incorporating the youth segment into its activities. 79 Social operatives organised by gremialista student organisations (particularly at the Universidad Católica) during summer and winter holidays also work towards this goal. 80 The involvement of Catholic networks in these social operatives might also explain the greater enthusiasm, energy and mysticism that characterises the operativos de terreno implemented by UDI youth.
Now we are getting lots of young people from RN. Do you know how they teach young people about poverty in RN ? They show them movies _ We go and just get our feet in the mud _ If there is flooding, they [RN] usually donate mattresses. But we actually help to put those mattresses on the floor. And it is different, it feels different, and creates a different relationship with the people. Building a playground for poor children is great. You know that it will get destroyed in two days _ but the human relationship you create is worth it.
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At the same time, the UDI handpicked a small group of individuals for essentially political activity. The young activists selected by the party to play a political role share similar profiles and experiences and whenever possible run for Congress soon after turning 21 (the minimum age required to run for this office) in districts where they are highly likely to lose and with virtually no financial help from the party. 82 This practice has produced two outcomes for the UDI. First, these leaders were then expected to move on and either run with party support in more competitive districts or to take a staff position in one of UDI's municipal governments and eventually the national government. Second, following many of these campaigns youth groups were created and are now engaging in leadership development activities and social service, expanding the activist base of the party : I started working with Jarita when he ran for Congress. We supported him, but we knew it was a lost cause. Now he has gone, but we created a youth group, the ' Corporación Jóvenes de la Florida ', through which we try to help Mayor Zalaquet and get more support for the party here _ We are now preparing fieldwork with university students who are in medical, dental and law schools. We get together, ask our families and some friends who work in different companies to help us in getting food or medicine stocks, and then we organise an operation in a shanty-town _ As they do not identify us as a political group we were even able to use the political structure of Carlos Montes [a very popular Socialist deputy] for the logistics _ On the back of the medical receipt or the legal file we just have a photograph of the mayor and the logo of our organisation.
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This 'commitment to public service' not only differentiates the UDI's young activists but is also central to the day-to-day work of incumbent deputies, city councillors and mayors, who receive and process a wide range of demands on a regular basis:
In the popular sectors we expect our city councillors and mayors to go where the problems are. They need to keep getting their hands dirty. And in terms of territorial structure, we realised that we needed at least one activist in each zone to keep track of the problems and sort out solutions. Then, when election time comes, you have a structure that you can mobilise very easily.
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Although it is true that all councillors handle many demands a day, UDI councillors usually receive the most and are viewed by the community as the ones who are most responsive and who ' give away more'. 85 In sum, the UDI's ability to involve young activists has significantly helped the party to extend its electoral appeal and organisational penetration of society to districts in which it previously lacked influence. This has also strengthened the party's capacity to service the community, creating -beyond electoral clientelism -a broad menu of social welfare initiatives. 86 At the same time, the UDI's most intensive and systematic work in the field in the popular districts synergises with the party's attempt to develop a national leadership through the media.
Internal discipline is also key to the UDI's success. The party is much more internally disciplined and hierarchically organised than other Chilean political parties, a quality that can be explained by the cultural homogeneity and personal ties that bind the UDI's national leadership. 87 Furthermore, the party's religious commitment, which is also linked to Guzmán's apostolic vision, provides party activists and leaders with a mysticism and unity that are instrumental in the pursuit of its 'crusade ' and its adherence to a strict internal hierarchy. In the words of one young UDI member and congressional candidate :
Within UDI we do not have factions _ we have a democratic orientation, but we do not have elections. We trust our leaders : Guzmán, who was an exceptional human being and an exemplary Catholic, personally trained them.
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This degree of internal discipline provides party leaders with mechanisms to centralise decision making, usually assisted by survey analysis, thereby avoiding internal conflicts and achieving vertical integration. As one party activist put it :
My wife worked as a congressional candidate for six months and then she was removed as the result of the pact with Angélica Cristi [a former RN Congress member who joined the UDI in 2001]. It was obviously good for the party, so my wife just came home silently, without making any public statements, as would be the case in other parties. Here, if you have to head home you just say : ' It is not my moment, I will go home. ' If they call you : ' It is my moment, I will go to work. ' are extremely disciplined because we know that those who are at the top know their job and we should trust them.
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This top-down decision-making style allowed the party to allocate campaign resources more efficiently than its rivals. Unlike in other parties, in which candidates seek their own campaign resources through personal networking with public officials, party leaders and private donors, the UDI national leadership decides where to allocate captured resources by strategically analysing each candidate's situation. This greater coordination also helps to unify and align local campaigns with national ones, harmonising tactics, issues and marketing material. 90 The higher degree of commitment that exists within the UDI's rank-and-file has also allowed the party to avoid the increasing split between local and national leaders that has weakened other Chilean parties. Indeed, UDI city councillors are frequently found working closely with their district's Congress member, which in turn enables the party to maintain an ongoing, firm grasp at the grassroots level.
Conclusion
In this article I pursued two objectives. First, I sought to contribute to the literature on conservative parties, by analysing a relatively successful instance of conservative mobilisation in contemporary Chile. Second, I sought to demonstrate the usefulness of a unified (and adapted) Gibson/Kitschelt framework for the analysis of contemporary electoral coalition-making in Latin America. I now conclude on both accounts. Although in 2005 the UDI still won the most votes in the lower house, its presidential candidate came in third as the country elected a Socialist president, and the party continued to be viewed with hostility and suspicion by major segments of Chilean society.
91 Indeed, in view of such levels of hostility and suspicion, the UDI's carving out of a sizeable non-core constituency is analytically interesting. In comparative terms, the UDI's strategic adaptation in a context that should have been detrimental to conservative party fortunes in general, and to the UDI in particular, shares some features with other successful instances of conservative mobilisation in the region. These include a reliance on 89 Personal interview, Eugenio González, 2003. 90 Independently of this centralised allocation, each candidate is free to seek and spend his or her own resources. 91 This is due both to the party's historical relationship to the Pinochet regime and to more recent events such as the party's handling of the Spiniak affair in 2003. In that scandal, one historic leader of the UDI (Senator Jovino Novoa) was accused of frequent participation in a network involved in sexual abuse against children and drug use. The party's initial handling of this slander case weakened Lavín's presidential candidacy in 2005, as well as the unity of the Alianza, which ended up presenting two separate presidential candidacies that year. Hostility against the UDI is also present in important segments of RN.
some Latin American societies make non-state funding of party-voter linkages potentially salient. They also facilitate access by non-incumbents to material resources that could be deployed in crafting non-programmatic linkages.
The case of the UDI illustrates one empirical instance in which an opposition party has enjoyed privileged access to non-state funding, which in turn was crucial for the crafting of non-programmatic linkages with poor constituents. Massive non-state funding of linkages also translated into socially skewed access to political representation, providing increasing interest representation to those who provide the funds, while creating more room for buying the votes of less-well-off citizens. Through this type of mechanism, social inequality translates more directly into political inequality, further eroding equal access to political representation and the quality of democracy.
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